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„Post Production 4.0 in
Practice“, Interview with
Jörg Westphal

One for All – VS-Line Starts Production
People’s Daily Expands Commercial Printing
Focus on Diversity in France
Production of a Sacred Book

Visions realized
Dear Reader!
Half a year after drupa and we can confirm:
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It has been worthwhile!
The insert business is booming and during the last few
months extensive investment has been made in new printing
presses. However, it remains to be seen how long this trend
will last. Therefore we place emphasis on diversification
and believe companies outside the printing industry will be
interested in our range of products.
With great success the development of the VS-Line has
opened for us the door into the packaging industry, who has
waited for a long time for a system for automated postprocessing of folding boxes of all kinds and sizes. After its
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presentation in May the first system will now be installed in
Germany, as reported on the pages 12 and 13.
Step by step it becomes evident, that “Industry 4.0“ is

Industry 4.0

VS-Line

Interview with Jörg Westphal

Interview with Oliver Bredow
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leaving the level of theoretical statements. On pages 6 to 7
you will read how our higher level control system G-Connect
gives face to the digital strutural change in various production areas. On the 16th November at the “National IT-Summit”,
taking place in the Congress Hall in Saarbrücken, I will

Elcograf

Saudi Oger

Firmly Rooted and Always on
the Move

One Central Printing Location
for Worldwide Distribution
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present our “Way into the Smart Service World”!
In this Magazine we will also report other companies,

B&k Offsetdruck

Short information

national and international, who have chosen Gämmerler

Final Committment
at drupa 2016

Staff increase at Gämmerler
Reinforcement coming from Syria
Position consolidated
Unpacked on the FachPack
News from the South-West

for the automation of their post production systems with
the aim to increase productivity.
Enjoy reading!
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Yours

Commercial Printing
on the Advance

Managing Director Gämmerler

People´s Daily

4 INTERVIEW JAMES AZIZ

Continuation Intended –
TC Transcontinental Automatizes
Its Postpress Installations at
Various Printing Sites
Interview with James Aziz, Senior Vice President,
Premedia and Manufacturing Efﬁciency of TC Transcontinental Printing and TC Transcontinental Packaging.

Canada’s largest printer is taking comprehensive steps for the automation of its postpress installations at
various company sites, and has once again chosen Gämmerler as its partner. James Aziz explained to us the
type and size of the orders and the technical requirements the installations have to meet.

TC Transcontinental in Quebec

system conveys the loaded pallets towards

G-NEWS: At the beginning of the new year,

JAMES AZIZ: Investment costs and return

the unitizer. The complete palletizing pro-

another system will be installed at Trans-

on investment were of course important

cess is controlled by the Gämmerler logistic

continental Vaughan, in Ontario. What

criteria in our assessment. In addition, the

software.

technical solution did you choose for this

standardization of spare parts, our de-

G-NEWS: Mr. Aziz: This year, TC Transconti-

growing our ﬂexible packaging platform

at various sites. Could you please share

nental celebrated its 40th anniversary. Can

and have operations in publishing and digi-

some details about the system currently

G-NEWS: What challenges did Gämmerler

you give us an overview of your product and

tal media. With close to 8,000 employees

being installed at Transcontinental Saint-

face with this project?

service offering?

in Canada and the United States, TC Trans-

Hyacinthe?

continental generated revenues of C$2.0

plant?

tailed analysis of alternatives, our evaluation of different technologies, and our

JAMES AZIZ: At Vaughan, we print news-

previous experience in robotic and auto-

papers – such as The Globe and Mail – as well

mation technologies played a key role in

JAMES AZIZ: The most obvious difficulty

as retail ﬂyers. This summer, we have taken

our decision. The Gämmerler solution was

billion in 2015.

JAMES AZIZ: Our Saint-Hyacinthe plant

was to do an optimal use of the limited

over the printing of the Toronto Star. We

able to meet all our requirements. Our

specializes in retail ﬂyer printing, using

available space, where alternative opera-

have two KBA Commander CT presses and

visit of the production site in Geretsried-

TC Transcontinental offers a broad range of

G-NEWS: You have recently decided to

a GOSS 700 and a KBA 618. Up to now,

tions – trimming, bypassing of the trim-

one Manroland-Lithoman. The Gämmerler

Gelting that took place during our stay at

solutions through its network of 19 prin-

proceed with the step by step automa-

most of the product handling, in particu-

ming-line, deserting, and automated pal-

systems currently being used consist of the

Drupa solidified our decision. We intend to

ting plants. In addition, we are actively

tion of your current postpress equipment

lar the bundle finishing after the compen-

letizing – also needed to be incorporated.

TF 660 and FS 260 conveying systems as well

continue automation of postpress installa-

JAMES AZIZ: Well, as Canada’s largest printer and third largest in North America,

sating stacker, was being done manually.

Gämmerler also needed to plan for good

as of two PR 460 robots. To further auto-

tions in other TC Transcontinental printing

Thanks to the complete automation con-

machinery accessibility for operation and

matize palletizing, we recently issued an

plants over the coming years and we look

sisting of seven overhead conveying FS 260

maintenance purposes.

order for four compensating stackers with

forward to continuing our long-standing

blocking modules, one additional palletizing

business relationship with Gämmerler.

systems, the printed products from the
folding press are now transported directly

G-NEWS: Were there particular technical

PR 460 robot, as well as one automated

into a hall next to the press room where

requirements that had to be met?

pallet transfer system. This unit moves the

G-NEWS: Thank you very much for this

pallets loaded by three robots towards the

interview, Mr. Aziz!

seven compensating stackers KL 560 do the
bundling. Finally, two robots palletize the

JAMES AZIZ: In Saint-Hyacinthe, we pro-

bundles and an automatic pallet transport

duce 14" x 10.5" bundles. In order to main-

Visit of TC Transcontinental at Gämmerler
in June 2016

two unitizers.

tain the production speed of the press, the

G-NEWS: What reasons made you decide to

robots’ servo-grippers had to be modified

select the Gämmerler solution? Do you in-

to be able to pick up double bundles of

tend to further automatize other TC Trans-

these extra-large formats.

continental postpress installations?
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Post Production 4.0
in Practice
Interview with Jörg Westphal, Managing Director
of Gämmerler GmbH

Post Production 4.0 presented at drupa, is Gämmerler’s reply to the digital structural change in the printing
industry. We talked to Jörg Westphal about both the importance of the 4th Industrial Revolution and the
design of Gämmerler’s higher level control system.

nect as modular system. G-Connect is offe-

streamline the production and generate

JÖRG WESTPHAL: Gämmerler is one of the

red in different extension levels, from Basic

additional capacities. As part of the service

worldwide leading manufacturers of com-

over Professional up to Professional Plus, so

we are offering in addition to our Remo-

plex installations for post production; to-

that a customized solution is possible. All

te-Service the option of an internet-based

day our developments allow us to position

line components are linked by standard in-

data-transfer providing Gämmerler the pos-

ourselves as well as suppliers of software-

terfaces, allowing all information relating

sibility of a permanent access to all machine

based overall solutions. Our systems are

to production parameters to be available

data. Better control of the processes as well

designed for wide-spread applications, ha-

in real time. Error sources and production

as an early error diagnosis and preventive

ving proven their applicability in other pro-

interruptions can be identified immediately,

service including deliveries of spare parts

duction areas outside the printing industry

reducing setting and downtime to a mini-

are striking advantages. In addition to en-

successfully. We create solutions giving our

sure machine- and system availability this

customers the possibility of a daily uninter-

offers planning security and more jobs to

rupted production around the clock!

mum.
G-NEWS: What opportunities of Post Pro-

be processed on existing installations due

duction 4.0 do you see for the customer ?

to the creation of free capacities.

terview, Mr. Westphal.

G-NEWS: Mr. Westphal, from your point

ned interfaces to external systems. For the

processes under the generic term Post Pro-

of view what is the task which Industry 4.0

data exchange a standardization of the

duction 4.0. What are the main features of

JÖRG WESTPHAL: Recording and evaluation

G-NEWS: Can you explain the importance

should perform?

communication software and the logs is

your system?

of all data related to a particular job means

of Post Production 4.0 for the strategic ori-

for the customer the advantage to simplify

entation of Gämmerler?

needed.
JÖRG WESTPHAL: Up to now the majority
of the industrial areas has been characte-

G-NEWS: What do you think are the chal-

JÖRG WESTPHAL: The term Post Production

and accelerate planning as well as to opti-

4.0 comprises our solutions which due to

mize the workﬂows. Location-independent

rized by individual systems which each on

lenges to be mastered with regard to the

their high degree of automation and their

access to the system, automated pre-settings,

its own generated a large quantity of un-

technical implementation of Industry 4.0?

modularity on the basis of an intelligent net-

route planning, palletizing and labelling

working ensure a reliable workﬂow at ma-

used data. Industry 4.0 stands for the networking of machines and installations, for

JÖRG WESTPHAL: In particular in mecha-

ximum productivity. The core is the higher

the collection and evaluation of data, with

nical engineering the challenge is to inte-

level control system G-Connect, in which our

the aim of linking and optimizing all pro-

grate the subjects IT and control technolo-

previous systems for machine- and produc-

cesses along a complete value-added chain.

gy for the development and the design of

tion control are expanded and combined to

machines and systems. As a consequence

become an overall system on an PLC-hard-

G-NEWS: What are the basics that have

the business model of „pure“ mechanical

ware platform.

to be created for a successful implemen-

engineering will be gradually replaced by

tation?

solutions ensuring the availability of an in-

G-NEWS: Can you explain the structure of

stallation by means of the measures already

G-Connect and what does the system per-

mentioned.

form?

digital communication. From a technical

G-NEWS: Following Industry 4.0 Gämmer-

JÖRG WESTPHAL: Since each customer has

point of view this is achieved by adapting

ler has presented at drupa its system for

individual demands regarding their control

machine control systems as well as by defi-

an intelligent organization of all finishing

system we have decided to conceive G-Con-

JÖRG WESTPHAL: For systems networking

G-NEWS: Thank you very much for the in-

purposes it is necessary to standardize the

Fair presentation at drupa 2016
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Firmly Rooted and Always on
the Move

Final Committment
at drupa 2016

Elcograf expands its production possibilities installing
new postpress lines

Before drupa B&k Offsetdruck ordered a kBA C16 –
at the show the postpress line followed

Looking back on a company history of more than a hundred years, Elcograf S.p.A. is today Italy’s market leader and the third largest printing company in Europe. As part of its expansion of production capacities the
printer installed in June of this year two Gämmerler postpress systems connected to the two LITHOMAN IV
presses.

B&k Offsetdruck GmbH is a second generation family-owned business, employing today a workforce of
over 200 personnel. The plant, located in Ottersweier, has the potential to produce more than 5 million
16-page products per day. As part of the modernization of its machinery B&k ﬁnally decided to purchase a
kBA Compacta 16.

Elcograf was created in 2008 by the merger

friendly and sustainable production, for

trimming into the compensating stacker or

As to the finishing lines on existing web-

of Pozzoni S.p.a. and Mondadori Printing

which the customer as the first Italian com-

alternatively directly into a log stacker.

offset machines - a Heidelberg M 600 I
resp. M 600 II as well as a KBA Compacta

S.p.a. – both of them founded at the begin-

pany has been decorated in 2013 with the

ning of the 20th century. After subsequent

EU-Ecolabel. Due to its range of services El-

Suitable lay out and solution

217 resp. C16 – the customer has been using

mergers Elcograf now has a workforce in

cograf enjoys a high degree of recognition

The challenge of this project was an opti-

systems of different suppliers. For the new

excess of 900 employees at six sites in Italy.

worldwide, particularly amongst renowned

mum use of the available footprint. On one

KBA C16 they were looking for an efficient

Verona is the headquarter where on a pro-

publishers.

duction area of 130,000 m² gravure-, web-

hand the solution was to choose double-

and reliable postpress system extensively

deck trimming lines and on the other hand

automated, meeting the high-speed re-

printing and sheetfed printing are located

Addition in Madone

the elevated conveyor connections allowing

quirements of the Compacta 16 with max.

with their extensive postpress systems.

Following the expansion of its site in Ma-

a very good passage possibility within the

65,000 cylinder rph.

done at the end of last year, Elcograf in-

postpress system. Mr. Gottardelli, Project

vested in two 64-page LITHOMAN presses

Manager of Elcograf, brieﬂy explains the

After undertaking a detailed market ana-

Everything from a single source
For Elcograf the focus of its production is

with two superimposed deliveries each, for

cooperation with Gämmerler: “By the end

lysis B&K decided on a complete postpress

on commercial printing for customers of

A3- and A4-formats. For these machines

of last year we sent our enquiry and got

system from Gämmerler, consisting of con-

any size. Pursuing the strategy of constant

the printer chose two identical Gämmerler

the reply from the Italian subsidiary and

veyor connection with infeed station, trim-

growth with solid investments has paid off:

finishing systems, consisting of 4 double-

the Gämmerler Sales Director, Dietrich Lau-

mer, LiftPack compensating stacker, as well

From left: Dr. Hannspeter Schubert (Managing Director Planatol Group), Dietrich Lauber (Head of Gämmerler
Sales and Project Management), Hans Geideck (Technical Director B&K), Werner Stimmler (Commercial Manager
B&K), Jörg Westphal (Managing Director Gämmerler), Jörn kalbhenn (Managing Director and Owner B&K)

Elcograf is in a position of covering all pro-

deck trimmers RS 134, two infeed stations,

ber, without delay. First drafts followed the

as a robot type PR 460 with bundle servo-

duction areas at its own company sites. Due

several bumpturn-curve combinations and

meeting and after only a few modifications

gripper and separate slipsheet feeder, de-

sure that the routing schedule for each or-

we have concluded the systems are reli-

to this independence the customer benefits

ground conveyors as well as four compensa-

the optimum solution was found, ensuring

signed in particular for short cycle times.

der is correct, with G-Tour all pallets loaded

able and not susceptible to breakdowns,

from short production- and delivery times

ting stackers KL 560 with blocking unit and

a ROI within a short period. The installation

To network, synchronize and control the

with the assigned bundles are addressed

only requiring a minimum of mainte-

as well as from an attractive price-/perfor-

cross strapping. This configuration allows a

took place in June of this year as scheduled

production the customer chose five modu-

to the right destination in a pre-definded

nance. As to the recent installation it was

mance ratio. In addition Elcograf attaches

variable product handling: Printed copies

and since then the lines have been running

les of Gämmerler‘s higher control system

sequence. Last but not least B&K decided

Gämmerler‘s overall concept that convinced

high importance to an environmentally

can be conveyed either with or without

without problems. Therefore we continue

G-Connect: G-Adjust allows the automated

on G-Remote to have the possibility of re-

us – not least the higher level control sys-

with the good experiences Elcograf has al-

format pre-setting and parameters, used

mote maintenance by the Gämmerler service

tem that was exactly customized for our

ready gained with Gämmerler at its other

once are memorized and available for fu-

team. As part of real-time monitoring the

demands. We are looking forward to the in-

printing plants!”

ture productions. The demand for a loca-

module allows amongst others a fast error

stallation of the new production line by the

tion-independent operation of the post-

diagnosis as well as a direct access to soft-

beginning of next year!“

press system was met by G-Health, which

ware updates.

offers the possibility of viewing and moni-

Paolo Gottardelli, Project Manager
of Elcograf

toring all machines and production data on

Jörn Kalbhenn, Managing Director and

several terminals regardless of location. In

Owner of B&K, explains the company’s

addition Gämmerler G-View provides the

decision as follows: „For many years we

direct view into the robot cell. To make

have been using Gämmerler machines and
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Commercial Printing
on the Advance

Imprimerie de Compiègne –
The Focus is on Diversity

Maximum machine utilization

An experience report

People’s Daily is the most important mouthpiece of the Communist Party and passes for the most influential
daily newspaper in China.To expand its commercial printing capacities, the printer recently ordered a ROTOMAN HiPrint press and a Gämmerler finishing system for its new company site in Beijing.

The French printing house Imprimerie de Compiègne is one of the printers supplying all related services from
a single source and has specialized in the production of small and medium print runs. Five years ago the company installed for the first time a postpress line from Gämmerler; recently the customer invested in further
equipment.

as well as coordination processes between

The Imprimerie de Compiègne is member

the manufacturers themselves have always
been constructive and led to optimum results!“

pany generates about 60 % of its turnover

the modules that have been installed. The

of the wellknown group „GROUPE DES

with runs of up to 50,000 products. In ad-

complete line is equipped with the Gäm-

IMPRIMERIES MORAULT“. Among the 10

dition they have gained supraregional im-

merler logistic software LS 300 for automa-

production sites Compiègne is the most

portance by printing election documents.

important one with 125 employees. They

Postpress system at People’s Daily
The regional party newspaper People’s Dai-

manroland web systems and Gämmerler. Up

tic format pre-setting. To further increase
performance of the postpress system of the

Fast and ﬂexible

are known as “Full-Service Printer” focus-

Progressive automation

Komori press the customer recently in-

The decision to expand the capacities in

sing on direct customer contact and doing

In 2010 the Imprimerie de Compiègne or-

stalled a Gämmerler LiftPack compensating

commercial printing with a 16-page ROTO-

without webshop. The printer’s indepen-

dered a postpress system from Gämmer-

stacker, placing the already existing one to

MAN HiPrint was taken by the end of 2015.

dence from subcontractors is secured by

ler for their 32-page KOMORI with an A3

the GOSS M600 finishing line.

The subsequent Gämmerler postpress sys-

the numerous machinery he disposes of in

front- and an A4 lateral delivery. Taking

tem has been designed for the maximum

web- and sheet-fed printing and a wide

into consideration that there was only

Résumé

speed of the ROTOMAN of 60,000 cylinder

range of finishing equipment. Due their

little space available the ﬂexible system

“Our printing jobs are characterized by their

rph and ensures at the same time the requi-

own in-house integrated production their

consists of a trimming line RS 154 a part of

diversity. Post processing of high quality

red ﬂexibility of the equipment: If a shing-

customers have just a single supplier and

which can be underpassed or bypassed for

printed products, subject to quick job chan-

led stream of inserted printed products

can benefit from highest ﬂexibility as well

untrimmed printed products. Infeed sta-

ges, must be reliable and in addition there

leaves the A3-press delivery, two shingled

as short and reliable delivery times.

tion, bumpturn-curve combinations with

was only smallest space available for the

hydraulic scissors lifting table, folding con-

line. Gämmerler was able to meet the re-

veyors, curves and joggers and a compen-

quirements and the postpress system linked

sating stacker KL 560 are

to our Komori has paid off within a short

streams are created by using the Gämmer-

ly printed for the first time in 1948 reaches

to now the customer had produced inserts

ler deserting module, which are then trans-

Quality before quantity

today a production volume of 1.825 billion

and magazines on a POLYMAN including a

ported into two LiftPack compensating sta-

The Imprimerie de Compiègne empha-

of broadsheet copies at its more than 50

cutoff of 546 cms as well as on a UNISET 60

ckers KL 540. One of these compensating

sizes diversity and has specialized

period and has been in operation without

printing plants. In addition quite a number

press with dryer and full Gämmerler post-

stackers is mobile and can be positioned

in small and medium-sized

interruption,” says François Morault, Mana-

of advertising supplements are printed, as

press systems. For the latest investment

to the A4 delivery of the printing press as

runs. Today the com-

ging Director of Imprimerie de Compiègne.

well as weekly sports-, TV-, Lifestyle-, Broad-

they chose German suppliers once more.

well, if required. All possibilities of shing-

cast- and advertising magazines. Since this

„We have been looking for an overall solu-

le-conveying allow a smooth reel change,

share of the complete production is perma-

tion for our commercial printing, meeting

reducing waste to a minimum due to an

nently increasing, the customer decided to

our requirements with regard to compati-

integrated aluminium strip detection. „This

expand the commercial capacities at the

bility between the different systems as well

solution has been able to realize 1:1 our de-

new printing center in Beijing.

as the efficiency related thereto“, declares

mand for a maximum machine utilization“,

Mr. Hao Zhenju, Director of People’s Daily

emphasizes Mr. Hao Zhenju.

Constant partnerships

Printing Centre. „Our experience with man-

As to commercial printing, People’s Daily

roland web systems and Gämmerler during

have mainly used machines of German ma-

the past decades has shown, that the co-

nufacturers since 1999 amongst which are

operation of the manufacturers with us,

kL 560
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One for All
Interview with Oliver Bredow, Head of Design and
Development at Gämmerler

G-NEWS: Which kinds of boxes can be

into a shipping carton. Alternatively the fol-

processed?

ding boxes can also be strapped or banded.

its pre-series model for the first time. In the

At this point it is of great interest for the

meantime have there been first customers?

OLIVER BREDOW: With our VS-Line it is

customers to know, that they can keep using

possible to process most different box types

their already existing strapping machines.

OLIVER BREDOW: Still during this autumn

within the format range of min. 100 x 100

Final palletizing of the shipping cartons can

a complete VS-Line will be in operation at

up to 600 x 600 mm – as for example 4-cor-

then be completed by a robot as well.

a folding box producer in Nordrhein-West-

bottom. Since the customers’ demands

G-NEWS: Is it possible to connect the system

customer produces different kinds of solid

for processing of the boxes can be very

to already existing equipment?

ner, 6-corner, straight line and automatic

Companies specializing in producing one certain kind of folding boxes will find the suitable equipment on
the market to handle the finished product. However, companies processing various formats have to resort to
manual handling until now. With the VS-Line Gämmerler has initiated a turning point in automation of the
process steps following the machines producing folding boxes.

G-NEWS: At drupa Gämmerler presented

falen including strapping and packing. The

different, the system is modular so that it
can be configured individually as required.

board folding boxes of a wide range of
formats. We assume that at the beginning

OLIVER BREDOW: This was one of the es-

of next year we will start series production.

sential aspects for our development. The

The numerous concrete inquiries after the

G-NEWS: Mr. Bredow, up to now Gämmer-

to format ﬂexibility and speed, and which

the full performance of their folding box

G-NEWS: Which are the components the

concept of the system is that interfaces to

exhibition have shown that there is great

ler has been known as worldwide supplier

needed much less space.

machines. To maintain the high speed of

VS-Line is consisting of?

existing machinery – as for example gluing

need for our solutions. Therefore we are

machines, strapping- and banding machi-

sure that the high demand for our VS-Line
will meet our expectations worldwide!

of postpress installations in particular in
weboffset printing. What was your motivation to develop the VS-Line?

these machines the VS-Line is running with
G-NEWS: Which companies will be interested by the VS-Line?

the pre-defined processing speed. To in-

OLIVER BREDOW: The system’s core is the

nes, automatic pallet transport systems as

crease the overall productivity it is of course

separating- and stacking unit, where the

well as customer-ERP-Systems – can be in-

of great importance to adjust the line

products are counted after having left the

dividually adapted by a simple modifica-

G-NEWS: Thank you very much for your

tion of the control software and therefore

time, Mr. Bredow.

OLIVER BREDOW: Originally the idea came

OLIVER BREDOW: The VS-Line is mainly

quickly. We achieve this by using mechani-

folding box machine. Then the defined

from a customer, who tried to modify our

tailored for customers who process many

cal adjusting spindles as well as different

number of boxes separated from the shing-

an integration into the VS-Line is possible

compensating stacker for the processing

different formats, but also expect to exploit

format elements.

led stream is stacked and a robot packs them

without problems.

steps „separating, stacking, packing and
palletizing”. However, this solution proved
to be inapplicable in particular because of
the limited format variance and the large
footprint needed. So we started again from
scratch and developed a completely new system, meeting the requirements with regard

Pick up of the folding box bundle
by a 6-axis robot

Top view on the banding unit
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One Central Printing Location
for Worldwide Distribution

Short Information
Staff increase at Gämmerler

Reinforcement coming from Syria

Position consolidated

In April of this year Mohammad Ziad Ham-

A long road has to be gone until a Sacred Book is completed

mash from Latakia in Syria began a 5-week
traineeship at Gämmerler which has since resulted in a temporary employment contract.

There are only a few printing plants worldwide, where savants are accompanying the production of a book.
One of the most renowned examples is the King-Fahd-Glorious Qur’an Printing Complex in Medina in Saudi
Arabia, being the most important production site for the Holy Scripture of Islam, the Koran. Recently the
institution modernized the technical equipment of their printing presses.

If his knowledge of the German language
continues to progress we would be happy for
him to complete his training as mechatronics
as of September 2017 with us.
Ofﬁce in Bonneuil-sur-Marne

deliveries each. In 2004 for the first time
From left: Lukas Steer, Luca Rauw und Julian
Weigmann

On 1st July 2016 Gämmerler S.a.r.l. our

cluding the corresponding log pick-up tables,

Today, young people being interested in in-

fice premises which are located in the same

but without palletizers for the new ROTO-

dustrial training are very much sought after.

building as those of Planatol France. This

the institution decided to purchase four
Gämmerler vertical log stackers SV 500 in-

French subsidiary moved into their new of-

MAN Machine and the existing web printing

Therefore it is a pleasure for us to welcome

step will strengthen the relationship be-

machine. In 2010 King Fahd Complex bought

three new trainees to our team! On 1st Au-

tween Gämmerler and Planatol and allows

four Gämmerler vertical log stackers SV 500

gust this year Lukas Steer, aged 17, started

to profit from the synergy effect, since both

including the corresponding log pick-up

his professional training as an industrial

companies belong to the Planatol Company

tables, with palletizers PL 500 for their two

clerk, Luca Rauw, aged 19, mechatronics en-

Group and their target groups are overlap-

new KBA C217 web machines.

gineer and Julian Weigmann, aged 18, electronic engineer for systems integration.

ping to a large extent.
Mohammad Ziad Hammash

Automation of the postpress line
As part of the automation of the postpress
system connected to a ROTOMAN the cus-

Quality Control at the King-Fahd-Complex

tomer recently invested into two palletizers
PL 700 for the two already existing vertical

Unpacked on the FachPack

The King-Fahd-Complex named after the

process, which for each new edition will

log stackers SV 500, modifying the already

For packaging specialists the exhibition FachPack, with more than 1,500 exhibitors, is the

late Saudi King Fahd has been founded in

take a period of 2 to 3 years. Each new edi-

existing lines. Because of the automated

industry 'get together'. For the first time, on a joint stand, Planatol-Wetzel, a member of

1984 with the aim of a worldwide disse-

tion of the Holy Book with more than 600

palletizer manual pick-up of the logs is

the Planatol-Group and Gämmerler presented together in Nürnberg. With our VS-Line we

mination of the Koran written during the

pages will be written again by hand – page

therefore no longer required. For an opti-

were the only company to present an incomparable concept for post processing of folding

6th century. The printing plant with 1,900

after page – in several separated steps (font,

onal lateral pick-up of the logs two addi-

boxes of various types and sizes. This attracted a great deal of interest, which we expected

employees has an average production of

points, vocalization and other symbols)

tional pillar cranes with log gripper were

it would.

10 million Koran books per year including

on a DIN A1 sheet of paper. Every step is

ordered. For Mr. Talal Al Raheily, the Tech-

translations into 62 languages. Since its

controlled by 9 savants each. During the

nical Director of the King-Fahd-Complex,

foundation therefore more than 285 mil-

printing process further controlling takes

the reason, why they had decided again on

lion Koran works have been published in-

place with regard to scientific aspects and

Gämmerler equipment, was in particular its

cluding also compact discs and audio recor-

quality, before after a comprehensive final

high reliability: “For 6 years the postpress

News from the South-West

dings of the translations.

inspection the edition will be released for

equipment on our two KBA C217 has been

This year the Graph Expo took place in Orlando, Florida and as a result many new visitors

distribution.
Strict supervision

Gämmerler with Planatol Wetzel at the FachPack

in operation continuously. This has con-

from the South-West of the USA came to see the show. At the exhibiton Joe Jastrzebski,

vinced us, so that for the automation on

Managing Director of Gammerler Corp., presented his sales team: Mike Duffy (on the right)

For the production of the Koran book – also

Equipment of the printing house

the ROTOMAN we have decided to invest

is the area sales manager for the West and the Middle West of the USA and Canada. Within

called Mushaf – first priority is attached to

The King-Fahd-Complex uses printing pres-

in two additional palletizers PL 700. Due

a partnership with Gammerler the Manager of Penn Graphics (Pennsylvania) Greg Schefﬂer

the unconditional safeguard of its immuta-

ses manufactured by manroland and Koe-

to our positive experience with Gämmerler,

(middle) is responsible for the sales in the East of the USA and Canada and also for overhau-

bility. To ensure this demand approximately

nig & Bauer, amongst which there are two

it was no question for us, that we will stay

950 savants are controlling the production

KBA C217 with two superimposed folder

with this manufacturer!“

Gämmerler at the Graph Expo

ling of second-hand machinery.
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